
U.S. Department of labor 
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Mine Safety and Health Administration 
11 00 Wilson Boulevard 
Arlington, Virginia 22209-3939 

MEMORANDUM FOR RICHARD E. STICKLER 
Acting Assistant Secretary 
Mine Safety and Health 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Introduction 

CHARLESJ.THOMAS tf/k,J,()_ ~ 
Director, Office of Accountability 7' 
MSHA Office of Accountability 
New Mexico Field and 

This memorandum summarizes an Office of Accountability audit of the subject mine 
and MSHA field office. Audit subjects included MSHA field activities, level of 
enforcement, gravity and negligence determinations, supervisory oversight including 
Field Activity Reviews (FARs) and accompanied inspections, conditions and practices 
in the mine, approved plans, Peer · the Uniform Mine File (UMF). The 
audit was conducted the week of. Jerry Kissell, Arlie A. Webb, 
and Charles J. Thomas. Both positive findings and issues requiring attention are 
included in this audit report. 

Overview 

The audit revealed several positive findings related to MSHA activities, including 
documentation indicative of complete, thorough inspections. Several positive findings 
regarding the mine operator's efforts, such as the Lock-out/Tag-out program for mobile 
and support equipment, haul road design and maintenance, berming, communications, 
and the simulator training program were also noted. 

Included are recommendations to enhance the inspector's ability to promote 
compliance, as well as issues that will require corrective actions. Among these 
recommendations are the need for inspectors and supervisors to pay closer attention to 
detail regarding documentation of the violations, level of enforcement, and 
determination of gravity and negligence. In addition, a closer review of MSHA Form 
7000-1 accident and injury reports is needed to ensure the information is accurate. 

You can now file your MSHA forms online at www.MSHA.gov. It's easy, it's fast, and it saves you money! 



There were no headquarters or district Peer Reviews conducted during FY 2007 that 
involved this mine or this field office. 

Audit Results (Positive Findings) 

1. E01 inspection reports and accompanying documentation for the 2nd quarter of 
FY 2007, and the 4th quarter of FY 2007 indicated the mine was inspected in its 
entirety; 

2. During the most recently completed E01 inspection (1st quarter of FY 2008), 
inspectors spent an average of 57% of the total E01 time on-site, with 31% spent 
on travel, 12% of the event time was spent on "other" inspection activities. 

3. In the open pit, three Caterpillar 793-D haul trucks and 2 P&H shovels were 
inspected. One 52 minute round trip haul truck ride along was completed with a 
new miner. (6 months total experience) The mechanics shop and tire shop were 
also inspected. 

4. The training plan was reviewed prior to the mine visit. Interviews with mine 
personnel indicated that thorough training had been conducted. 

5. An effective Lock-out and tag-out policy was observed. This policy ensures that 
all persons use their individual lock when participating in equipment 
maintenance or repair. Additional procedures are included for mobile equipment 
inspections and circuit protection. The policy also provides a hazard zone that 
must not be entered if an individual has not provided their lock on the primary 
lock-out box. The Policy is attached in attachment A. 

6. The mine's communication system is very good. The "Dispatch" building, also 
known as the "Field Office" is located on a ridge overlooking the pit areas. The 
dispatcher gives assignments to operators and can observe their position most of 
time as well as most of the pit haulage roadways. 

7. The "field office" has computer links to the ground monitoring warning system. 
If ground movement is detected, at the minimum movement action level, the 
"field office" notifies all person's affected and directs the areas to be evacuated. 
There are additional actions for notification in the plan as well. 

8. The mine owns and utilizes a simulator for training purposes. This simulator 
also for training miners to become accustom to equipment operation for the 
Caterpillar haul trucks, P&H shovels, and other mobile equipment. The software 
is designed and utilizes the actual mine sight topography and haulroad locations 
for the purpose of the training. 
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9. This system allows training personnel to evaluate and score individuals with out 
exposing them or others to hazards of equipment operation. The simulator 
allows for the creation of equipment emergencies such as an electrical 
malfunction, tire blow-outs, mobile equipment fires, steering loss and other 
related equipment failure emergencies. 

Emergency Response 

This operation has a policy for pit evacuation in the event of substantial ground 
movement. Detection instrumentation that is installed at key locations has a minimum 
tolerance which will activate the emergency notification protocol. Emergency numbers 
and order of notification are posted in the "Field Office" (dispatch). 

In the event of a fire, the company has a trained fire brigade available to handle most 
mine site fire event. are coordinated with the local EMS from the communities 

Mine Visit 

the event they need additional support. 
minimum bi-annual requirements of the 

The audit team conducted in-mine activities on day shift 

During a review of the mines NFDL rate with the companies safety professionals, it was 
determined that a contractor to this mine and two other affiliated mines with separate 
mine ID numbers, had incorrectly charged eight of their reportable accidents to the 

This error resulted in an increased NFDL rate, which was one of the 
this mine to the attention of the Office of Accountability. This error 

was not caught by the mine operator until the audit team provided the data used for 
selecting this mine as part of the audit. 

Both the MSHA field office and the company will review more diligently the nature and 
location of reportable accidents. The company will also initiate a second level review 
prior to submitting the MSHA 7000-1 accident and injury report to ensure correct 
reporting. 
Recommendation -A supervisor audit of all the current MSHA 7000-1 accident and injury 
report forms is recommended to verify correct reporting under 30 CFR part 50 requirements. 

The mine was clean and well maintained in most all areas visited by the audit team. 
Production areas and associated haulage ways were clean and well maintained. 
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The mining equipment observed and inspected was maintained in good condition. 
(Most equipment is fairly new, specifically the haulage truck fleet of 28 haul trucks.) 

Miners, miners' representatives, and mine management appear to have a cooperative 
and positive attitude toward safety and health issues. The mine management at this 
mine has been in position for some time, and has an established open communication 
with the work force that helps address major improvements and mining practices 
cooperatively and timely in most cases. 

The work force is predominately new, as 80 percent of the employees have 2 years or 
less experience. 

The operator has established Job Safety Analysis ( JSA) for most tasks at the mine and 
the program is tightly followed: One example is the Lock-out/ tag-out policy (LOTO). 
All persons involved in maintenance and repair must place there tagged lock on a 
master lock box that is controlled by a lead person for lockout safety, before entering 
the hazard perimeter of the equipment to commence work. This practice was observed 
and appears very effective to ensure the safety of all persons in the area of equipment 
maintenance and repair activity. An example is for the large shovels that load the 
haulage trucks, a Lock-out tag-out sign is posted at minimum of 50 feet from the shovel. 
Any person accessing the shovel must apply their individual lock on the supplied lock 
box at this sign before entering the 50 foot hazard zone of the shovel. 

The haul road design and maintenance adequately engineered and maintained at this 
mine site. Roadways traveled were maintained to adequately handle the equipment 
that traveled the roadways with no compromise to vehicles traveling in either direction. 
The berming was mainlined easily above the minimum mid-axel height requirements. 
Most locations observed, the berming met at least three-quarters or higher on the tires 
of the largest equipment that traveled the roadway. 

Enforcement activities 

During the mine visit, six citations were issued for the following observed violations. 
Copies of the citations are included in Attachment B. 

• 30 CPR§ 56.14100(b)- A Defect affecting safety was observed on the man-hoist 
for the #34 P&H shovel. The latching mechanism did not secure the man-hoist to 
the shovel platform as designed exposing persons to a falling hazard. 

• 30 CPR§ 56.11001- A safe means of access to the #34 shovel saddle block was 
not maintained. Broken welds were observed in 3 locations along the ladder
way. (Area is accessed for maintenance only) 
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• 30 CFR § 56.14100(b)- Defect affecting safety were observed on the man-hoist for 
the #43 P&H shovel. The latching mechanism did not secure the man-hoist to the 
shovel platform as designed exposing persons to a falling hazard. 

• 30 CFR § 56.3200 - Loose and unconsolidated materials were observed on the 
-area highwall. Equipment was observed working parallel to the toe 
under these conditions. Materials were observed falling after persons were 
removed from the area. Materials could fall from more than 600 feet above this 
area of the pit. A safety perimeter was established in this area and MSHA tech 
support was requested to assist in evaluating the safety necessities for this area to 
ensure that miners are protected from falling material hazards. (A laser range 
finder was used to determine distances for hazardous conditions, and heights.) 
NOTE: MSHA's tech support group was requested to assist with a falling 
~~is for determining an appropriate safety zone at the toe areas. 
-rom Tech Support traveled to the mine site the week following 
the mine visit to assist the MSHA field office and its staff. A tech support report 
on this action is included in Attachment C. 

• 30 CFR § 56.12004- A 480 VAC 6/4 type SOOW electrical cable was pulled out 
of the fitting on the Miller welder. This allowed inner conductors to be exposed 
to potential mechanical damage. The welder was in the Mechanics shop. 

• 30 CFR § 56.14100(b)- The 20 ton #5 overhead crane located in the mechanics 
shop had the wire ropes threaded as to where they contacted one another in the 
way they were lain on the device. This citation was further investigated and 
upon documentation was found to be correctly assembled and the citation was 
recommended for the operator to request it be vacated 

Training Plan 

The company training plan was in order, current, and had been reviewed and approved 
byMSHA. 

Audit Results (Issues Requiring Attention) 

Inspections Reports 

1. Issues regarding EOl Event for the 4th Quarter of FY 2007 include: (See 
Attachment D 

a. Inadequate inspection time on evening and midnight shifts. 
b. Level of enforcement did not appear commensurate with citations and 

documentation. 
c. Gravity and negligence factors were not adequately documented with 

consistency. 
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(b) (6) (b) (6)

(b) (6)

2. Issues regarding E01 Event for the 2nd Quarter of FY 2007 include: (See 
Attachment E 

a. Gravity and negligence factors were inadequately documented. 

Enforcement 

1. The overall enforcement levels reviewed in comparison to the mine conditions 
appear to be accurate and in line with policies. Documentation on the MSHA 
form 4000-49e for justification on gravity likelihood and negligence in some notes 
were not detailed to indicate thorough interviewing was completed to justify the 
level of enforcement was accurate. Several citations were selected as examples, 
and are discussed in the attachments covering their respective inspection 
quarters. 

Recommendation - The audit team recommends that MNM adopt a policy when 
practical requiring inspection personnel to issue all citations, orders, etc. prior to 
leaving the mine site each day. MSHA computers, printers, power converters, and other 
peripherals are provided for this purpose and can be used in an office setting or in the 
inspector's vehicle. This policy will ensure that miners, mine operators, and others are 
adequately and accurately informed regarding the enforcement actions taken each day of 
the inspection. During the closeout conference, supervisors and managers indicated this 
would not pose any additional burdens on the inspectors at this particular property. 

Field Activity Reviews (F ARs )/Accompanied inspections 

Field Activity Reviews were conducted during the 2007 fiscal year. FAR's were 
included as part of the accompanied field inspections. The field office supervisor 
conducted 11 FAR's in 2007 and 7 in 2008. These field reviews conducted in 

conducted during E-01 inspections, most accompanied were only one day of a multiple 
day inspection. In each case, the supervisor accompanied the inspector the entire day of 
the inspection. Documentation was completed by the Field office supervisor 
identifying positive feedback, as well as areas for improvement in inspection process. 
The field office supervisor identified two inspectors received only one 

2007. This was due to the one inspector off 
other inspector was a participant 
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Peer Reviews 

No district level peer reviews were completed for this field office or mine operator 
during the fiscal year 2007. In addition, there were no headquarters reviews conducted 
during 2007 in the South Central District. This is consistent with previous PEER review 
program whereas not every field office received a review on a yearly basis) 

(Handbook AH04-III-10, pp 3 & 4) 

Attention Required- Peer Reviews should be conducted as per the current handbook, and the 
process should not be considered complete until an action plan with timelines and methods for 
measurement are implemented by the District Manager. 

Attachments 

A. Lock-out/Tag-out documents (Mobile equipment policies) 
B. Citations issued d this audit 
C. Tech Support report on ground hazards 
D. Review of EOl inspection report 4th quarter of FY 2007 
E. Review of EOl inspection report for 2nd quarter of FY 2007 
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LOTOTO Policy for Trucks and Support Eq,Upment 

The purpose of the LOTOTO policy for TruQks and Support 

Equipment is to prevent inadvertent release of eRergy while 

performing work: on mobile equipment. AJI, ,employees will 

follow the .general rule of "one lock-one ~-one persQ.n''.. A 

person working on, getting on, or under equipment will 

require LOTOTO. The onty exception is when choeking the 

equipment. 

There are three p·ossible types of lock out used: 
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Trucks & 

1) Cofllplete lOG:k out at the master switch for work that does not require 
any sort of power to accompUsh war~. For thi:s process one must to¢k out 
at the mas,ter switch, try out the effectiven~s of "the 1ook out and hang 
hislher tag. on the lock. 

2) Starting circuit lock out which diis~\)les. tine starting circutt, for work 
requiring electrical power for tr;Qubl~~shooting or repairs. For this process 
lock out witt be at the lock out point,~llat disables the starting system. (Le., 
either an air valve on air starts or s~llenoid circuit lock out switch). Test the 
lock out by trying out and tagging otJ~. 

3) Running cheek lock out: Thts w~ requires the engine to run for certain 
tests. In the event the truck needs ~::ren1~in running, a safety cable o;r . 
gate, with "Panger Hazard Area" sljl wffl be pfaced across the boarding 
ladder access with the LOTOTO loef{ in th~ middle of the tag to prevent 
access to the operator!s cab duringt,Stijystments, checks, sampHngr or 
tests. 

4) Knowing and willing violation of this pqlicy is vh•wed as a zero 
tolerance violation. 



• 

.. 

Flag~ing: When equipmeni is dlown for rpalntenance i111the field. an•orar.ge vlnyl·~·:will be displayed . 

Equiptl'lef'lt wi~! oot be moved white the ff$g is displayed. An 18~ X 13" or;ange vlnyt safety flag wm oo kept in the 

cab and placed on too handrail by th:e o~tor or mecttanic to identify down equipment 

An ·out of &m-ice" Tag wili be li1Sed to prevoot startup when a main"tenanre employee: is not world!l!Q on the 

equipm~nt but there is a maintenance issu'e that prevent$ operatiOn, The U$6': of a. md~ntertance tag IS NOT a 

substitate fu.i" LOTOTO prf.X:~. 

• Haul Truek Pm.:Op&ratiofl! lns,'plWtioa: a saftity eab~or gate. with "Danger Hazard Area" sign Wlli he p,IE~eed 

6 l across the bo.aroing ladder accass with the LOTO hoc!< :iil'ld tag. instaaied in the midd!e<'lftha tfsn to pr-event 

access to the OJ)S'rators cab during Pre :Opemtion inspsction. 

6 

.. Support Equipment Pre-Of)E!ratklnall~peiction: Mlen visibi~ily of operators cab is. restrlcted during Pre

()perattonal inspection a sa-fety .cable or gate :with a "Oa:nger Ha.zard Area" sign will be p~~d across the 

boarding ladder(s) access. a lock an<j tag will be instal~ in the middle ot tile sign or wheil a gro0und lockout 

point is available use lockout tagout proc~ to prevent equiprnent from being started. 



This LTO board is maintained on the shovel. When the shovel is to be locked out, the 
master lockout key is placed in the box and, as viewed in the next photo, every 
individual accessing this equipment places their own lock on this lock-out box. 

After employee locks are in place. The LTO board is placed at a safe distance from the 
equipment and company policy specifies that no person is allowed to travel past the 
board unless they have placed a lock on this lock-out box. 
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Attachment B - Citations issued during audit 

flll'lGt .ion the way 
•,q'"s t:hl)$.iqn<ad to l.n.t<:h a$ it '0\l(n;,ld not .:.atc:::rl :i.nt\J the proper hole. The 
etnplol('l?(ets: Utlle i.his <lecess t:,} gef.; up and down off I: he shovel, '!'his he;~.:u~d .r 
huv'£' .;:;:auser,f Sf~r;;.<,)l)S it1jtl.t'Y t~ (lntploye"''s usin9 th<:J rnan hoist. 

u:lnH!&I~ I:.CH.allonl 
A Cillltkm J:: fl, ~r o. Writ~n Nc~oo r l 01\:Je<' N..ilflbolr 

B. Time (24 Hr. Clook) 
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Attachment B- Citations issued during audit (cont.) 

u.s. 08'1»rtllW!nt M tabor 
Mine Safety and Heoaltn Mministrolion 

'"'a~r not prov id~d and mainu · to 
of as th.;:~ wt;~l,d hi:'id br.ok(~n off i~:: thre-e t:J:,Qct"l.-ons"" 1his 
hazard could. :,.,.ve c;.;;;.1~~d ser"i.ous iajur~,' '.:o efr;ployv~s llSin.g the &CCI:J:S.S Ladd;i!;<r, 

104u 

e. :S~M~Iitm 
a~M, 

(;, I'IM1l$~Q.le<fl qf 
"Jlt!e:JOCFR 

i4.1mil$$1 AeUe.r~ ill. C~bku\' 
A CII~IIC11t ;-· B. Oroer ' C. Sa~t..,rd i ; f). WrttWn NOlh:.e l , Ot'lllolfNtJn1b&r 
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Attachment B- Citations issued during audit (cont.) 

ThE! latch .on thE! II 43 P&H £!10\H~l man hoist wr::<uld not funct.ion th£T Wd!V 1. t 
wet :e de.si gn~d., in that the .La1~ch '•liH:l b~ nding lip aml h.ax:d ta H:!lC<l se if n,:~ed. ~o 
.::scape in. al; emi.H'9ency. 'f h<::: ·~nr~,loyeM llSc:J this ace..:: ss to gH up aru:l dcwr, ,:;.f f 
the shovel on each ShLrt. 1~is hazard could have caased serious iniurv to 
emJRloyeea u~ing the: man hoist. - . 

14. lMial Aolt~~ 
A. CIUI~>:<n . i B Or<:ler 

t: Cil,i!K\nf 
ClmllrN~r 

&1-t r:t~""'"'"'"' .X l&96,1lm Smolllla~ >Mmri'*lfl.,., ros 
ID f1ltlf:IW communi~ !tn11 'lffiaf bltt<llCliiC~ ;lJIXI\!t kl\l~.fi!l ~1' 

•ml ••luo - "9"'Cf• ~¢>p<trul....,..,.....r. to .,.,..1 ~""""''" • yw I'A•<•' o:> romrOIIIIl ""' 1M 
C<W!llir 1;1?.<0 OmO.><~&man mlif••·"Hloor- Ml>1hli!b!l!l.YI ~ "1 h NJllllnn10n>il•>»rn~ll. <n~ :N 
iJUiliJD f;lt l ct!tliMIIIJtllri II\$ O'!ll~m3llia i!! ~:ldiltrAtiC "'IJI ~ rtGbli ~ 1titJ IW<O, M:lldnil 

trr>i,.,.,!tbl:tf!l!~Ul6 Feill!ll!IMmS.fmy &ll<!H!!!M!>Fl-~~. 
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Attachment B- Citations issued during audit (cont.) 

pnxsons sl'H¥il b<;J ti:ilkert down cr supp\':lrted w0rk ox· t:r<;~v~:1 1:~5 
oorruitted in the etfeeted &rea. The bench•o in ~arious areas ware full of 
inateriaJ wh.;u~ it cti.d not pn:Jvi.de ~ t;,:c>tch becm and a dozer: # 394 \¢<!!'! "''G£l<ing 
:ln ~aJ;alle~. to ~:hl2l hi•;~h 'rial}:, ~n thE,! <ift(;c'tcd aren. i'h~ ar~<> <LlS6 ha·d C•th~~ , 
et:FHP!Oi.i';t':Lt: .Ll'l t.he are.;;. I.e~ ru .cl <>Jtea hw:l .':!O!f,e matr;:r 1 •!l-'. cominog d;;::'wn otf tn"" 
hi19h wati. 'l:'he pi.t hac'l l~Qme lar-ge r:ocke on thE-· ad.;J(J of .:. 'tJDnch e:b01.Jt. 600 f~HiJt 
whi'Jtt l,lsing a range f irtder, 

10:0.rJ\~: 
A.1~i¥9r:lu~aaiilu~)(l:fJ<: t&:.llk~!~Ll 

KFtlttialt..pj!()fJ 
A. Ulltllioo. . ) a Oil~ :, • C Safeguard 

C. Psirtl$¥:1CIJQn <JI 
~SOCfR 

~:<. Cit:lilonl 
11 Wri!mJ> NQtia,>· ' : 0 flll)f t+11mb!Jr 
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Photo of cited highwall area. There are from 18 to 20 benches in this area, with each 
bench averaging approximately 40 feet. Total high wall height between 720-800 feet 
high above the working pit. 
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Photo of falling materials observed at the time a citation was issued. Note the evidence 
of work activity around the toe of the highwall. 
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Attachment B- Citations issued during audit (cont.) 

from the roill<2li.i welder ~:xpz:i$:\,ng the inM•.t:: c.ondii¢t:Ots t::> TI!J3Chi!>tlical damage. 'I'he 
h~zard '1'1~? located ina~de Ute ·m.~ch~nic Bllop bay. 

14 .. tr\lua1k1iioo 

C i>;lflr'~kln 91 
fUit!300FR 

r~. c;i .. iiJ<1 J ; 11~r 1. .: <(.,6&/J~uard \ 
E. Ci($1]0!11 

¢1iil'llr Jo~u!'nbl!t 

·'tfH! :.::ompany hac,l Lh<: ole;::t.ri.c:im• :L:ulta11 the elect:d.cal c;able 
£:i.t!;.i!'1.~1 <l.f:"'d tiqht.i.HlGHi the fj tti.ngtr. 
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Attachment B- Citations issued during audit (cont.) This citation was vacated after 
additional information was provided by the crane company. 

Bhop h<:~d 
ho:tst Lhat: h<~d tl'l~ wire ;c:ppe C!'OSSGid to (I P(Jirtt th~t thlily w~r~ ~-ebbing .. This 
h~:n:ar>l;i could hav~ .:;z:~~.Is<ed the wi,r* ror,;e t.:;:. wear l'th'i,oh could cm!:lles. il failure in, 
the futu:t¢., all!2i.w~n,g t::.'hs f.0a.ct to .t.;~ll otiti!l< the. 9ro~;,tr;d, 

Jil, -S~f;lk!fi C, Pilitl&>t;llott <lf 
00 Allf Tl!l'il :Ji><JW'R: 

1.4. lnHlal M.lfn1 
A. <:t!at~.[.. O. Ollller i: 

:: : ~ 
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Attachment C - Report 
ghwall Report 

1. 
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U.S. Department of Labor Mine Safety and Health Administration 
Pittsburgh Safety & Health Technology Center 
P.O. Box 18233 
Pittsburgh, PA 15236 

Mine Waste and Geotechnical Engineering Division 

April 29, 2008 

MEMORANDUM FOR CHARLES J. THOMAS 
Director, Office of Accountability 

<~:~=~ £:f2AA;=,:-;v~ // 
///:- ,/t'?.?· . ~:; ·u 

THROUGH: M. TERRY HOvA 
Chief, Pi~tsburgh Safety and Health Technology Center 

. 
FROM: STANLgY

1J. MICl·IALEK 
Chief, Mine Waste and Geotechnical Engineering Division 

SUBJECT: Field Investigation and Evaluation of 

h f I f h 0 ~ I . t I I • 

. . 
. . which is attached, states that the proposed rockfall protection 

measures appear to be acceptable. There£ hat the company be 

0 

permitted to continue to mine beneath the staying back of the 
12-foot-high berm placed approximately 80 feet from the base of the highwall. It is also 
recommended that the locations of the berms, placed across v · 
approaching the base of the highwall restricting access beneath 
adequate. Please contact this office if there are any questions 

Attachment 

cc: M. Skiles - Director, TS 
B. Wilson -Chief, Safety Div., MNM 
E. Lopez - District Manager, SC District, MNM 



(b) (6)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 

PITTSBURGH SAFETY AND HEALTH TECHNOLOGY CENTER 
MINE WASTE AND GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION 

COCHRANS MILL ROAD 
P.O. BOX 18233 

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 15236 

REPORT NO. 

FIELD INVESTIGATION AND HIGI·IWALL EVALUATION 

BY 

DONALD T. KIRKWOOD, P.E. 
CIVIL ENGINEER 



(b) (6)
REPORT NO. 

LOCATION AND OWNERSHIP 

BACKGROUND 

On W were requested by the Office of Accountability to 
the adequacy of hazard remediation 

measures beneath the highwall and the We were 
told that in both areas the s failed and that although it appears unlikely that 
exposure to mass stability hazards is an· ex osure to falling and rol~ 
these areas should be evaluated. On ·visited the-
viewed the highwall areas in question, to mme and engineers and 
gathered information in order to evaluate the rockfall characteristics in these two areas. 

Prior to my mine visit on received from Freeport-McMoRan, a 
compact disc (CD) and a copy a m · map showing the overall pit geometry, the 
locations of the two automatic surv~, and th~h served as their 
targets. The two areas in question --and the-were identified with 
hand-drawn circles. This drawing was also contained, in digital form, on the CD and 
included elevations at 25-foot intervals. The CD also contained an Excel file with 
measurements of movement five prisms. 

MINE VISIT 

e were met at the mine by the following 

persons: 
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!1'e-Inspedion Meeting at the Mine Office 
Prior to going into the pit, a meeting was held at the mine office to discuss the various 
issues related to ground control and rockfall hazards. In general, benches are placed 
every 50 feet in vertical height of the highwall at this mine with occasional double 
benches. The u~ are older and tend to have more debr~ The 
highwall in the- is also older than the highwall in the
Several small failures have occurred and they were determined to have been controlled 
~ical structure in those areas. Two of these small areas are present in the
~ These failures have resulted in the debris cone and loose material for which 
the rockfall analyses were done .. Other geolo~ntrolled failures can be 
seen along the south highwall adjacent to the-These failures have covered 
the closed haul road with slide debris. 

A larger failure area is located within his is the area referred to as 
the "large slide" or "large failure area" later in this report. This area reportedly has 
markedly different geology than the rest of the pit walls. In this area, an ancient 
geological valley (paleo-valley) filled with boulders was encountered. This was a weak 
area in the highwalL Previously, surface water flowed into this area, partially 
saturating this weak deposit resulting in mass stability problems. The top of the pit in 
this area has since been reworked, preventing this infiltration of water and the area has 
subsequently stabilized. 

Two robotic total stations constantly sweep the pit measuring displacement at prisms 
placed around the highwalls. Each robot covers roughly half of the pit. A large number 
of prisms are continually monitored ~The highest density of these 
monitored prisms is just north of the-Few prisms are within the-
-itself, probably because of the marginal stability of the area. A few prisms are 
located near the top of the zone. Few prisms can be found along the highwall in the 
northwest portion of the mine near Again, this is reportedly an older 
section of the highwall and may predate the installation of the robotic monitoring 
stations. There are a few prisms just east and just west of the but none 
within the area where the rockfall hazards are being evalua 

For the last several years, the mine has employed a GroundProbe mobile slope stability 
radar monitoring unit. This slope stability radar monitor has more limited range than 
the robotic total stations but since it is mobile, it can be moved closer to an area to be 
monitored. Preset limits can be set such that any movemen~ these limits 
triggers an alarm. This radar unit had been monitoring the~ighwall for about 
1 week prior to this visit. The alarm limits are reportedly set at 1-inch-per-hour over 10 
pixels. If this limit is exceeded, the alarm notifies the mine dispatch who then alerts the 
slo~er. For scale, the 10- to 15-foot loose rock depicted in the close-up photo of 
the-debris cone (figure 4), is reportedly covered by 1.5 pixels of the radar unit 
in its current location. 
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The monitoring from the robotic total stations and from the slope s~nit 
~cted negligible movements in the highwall above the-The 
-is the only location that is being done in the pit bottom. 
Currently, the area at the toR of the also being mined. It is expected that 
the mining at the base of completed quickly in about two 
months. At that point, mining move to the top of the highwall in the 
moving the pit toward the north and west. No mining will be done benea 
~ntil that highwall is mined from the top down to the pit bottom level. 

The pit is approximate along its long axis which is roughly northwest 
to southeast, and 1 mile w~hort axis which is roughly northeast to 
southwest (figure 1). The-of the pit is on the northwest side. The base of 
the pit in this area and the current mining level are at approximate elevation of 5,300 
feet. A berm had been placed across the pit floor at this 5,300-foot level (figures 2 and 
3). Although we did not get close enough to verify the measurements, we were told 
that the berm was approximately 12 feet high and was 80 feet from the base of the 
highwall. The upper haul road ramp, above this area, is approximately at elevation 
6,325 feet. There are two areas where the highwall has failed approximately between 
elevations 6,025 feet and 6,250 feet (figures 2 and 3). Much of the loose material and 
debris from these two slide areas came to rest on the benches above elevation 5,900 feet. 
However, some of the debris filled the benches immediately below the 5,900-foot 

elevation. It was the loose rocks in the area of the slide material, near the 5,900-foot 
contour, which was the primary concern for protection from rockfall hazards. 

The slope stability radar monitoring unit was located along a haul road, at approximate 
elevation 5,560 feet about 1,000 feet southeast of the wall. The radar unit was 
actively scanning the entire width and height of the highwall. The data was 
being radioed back to the mine office. 

The highwall in the as viewed from four vantage points: the location of 
the Robot 2 total station on a point south of the highwall at approximate elevation 6,375 
feet; the location of the slope stability radar monitoring unit described above; the waste 
rock dump location approximately 1,700 feet east of the highwall at approximate 
elevation 6,150 feet; and along the upper ramp haul road southwest of the highwall at 
approximate elevation 6,300 feet. 

on sou side of the pit. There is a large failure area roughly 
between ahons 5,750 feet and 6,500 feet with a width of approximately 800 feet 
(figures 5 and 6). A smaller area of slides, southwest of this large slide area, extends 
from the closed haul road at approximate elevation of 5,725 feet up to approximate 
elevation 6,150 feet. Debris from this area has covered the closed haul road beneath. 
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across three haul roads limiting access beneath these slide 
5 and 6). There is no active mining beneath the 

so the closest exposure would be at the berms blocking access to 
the haul roads. Two of these berms are relatively high up and to the side of the slide 
area. The more exposed berm is directly beneath the closed haul road beneath the slide 
area (figure 5). This berm was estimated to be in excess of 500 feet away from the base 
of the highwall beneath the closed haul road and over 1,000 feet away from this 
highwall above the dosed haul road. 

Post:!!l..§.pection Meeting atJhe Mine. Offic~ 
After leaving the pit, a meeting was held in the mine office. In addition to those listed 
above, the was atten and 

both pany stated that they 
feel that the mitiga on measures taken in adequate, that is the 
12-foot-high berm placed 80 feet out from the se highwall. They also restated 
the fact that they expect to be in that area only a short time, perhaps a month or two at 
the most. Then the mining will move up to near the top of the pit in this area. They 
also stated that the following precautions would be taken while they are mining at the 
base of the-highwall: 

• The Slope Stability Radar unit will continue to monitor the highwall24 hours a 
day and 7 days a week. 

• The alarms will be set for movements exceeding the preset limits, l-inch-per
hour over 10 pixels. If this limit is exceeded, mine dispatch will be notified who 
will then alert the slope engineer. 

• When working in the area at night, a spotter will be used and a light plant will 
illuminate the work area. 

• People will not be permitted on foot or in small vehicles near the base of the 
highwall. 

• The berm will be maintained at 12 feet high and 80 feet out from the base of the 
high wall. 

• No work will be done near the base of ghwall; no one needs 
access inside of the current berm locations. 

ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 

returning to the office, I received from the 
for rockfall for the These analyses were 

run by the company's consul These analyses 
evaluated the effectiveness of 12- various distances from 
the base of the highwall as rock catchers. This distance from the base of the highwall 
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was measured to the outer toe of the berm. The results from seven rockfall analyses 
using the Colorado Rockfall Simulation program were submitted. The results of the 
submitted rockfall analyses are summarized in the following table. 

80 feet out 

The submitted analyses used a highwall cross section derived from the mine contour 
map, a copy of which I had received on the CD on As mentioned 
earlier, this contour map had elevation contours every and did not 
accurately show most of the bench locations and bench widths in the highwall. The 
highwall was modeled between elevations 5,300 feet at its base and 6,500 feet above the 
upper haul road ramp. The analyses assumed that 15-foot-diameter, spherical rocks fell 
from the highwall between elevations 5,900 feet, the base of the debris cone, and 5,920 
feet, the location of the 10- to 15-foot loose rock depicted in the close-up photo of the 
-debris cone (figure 4). 

I obtained high wall configuration measurements for the -high wall using a Laser 
Technology, handheld Impulse 200 LR laser rangefinder. This device has a range of 
1,800 feet and an accuracy of between 0.1 and 0.5 feet. This range was not sufficient to 
measure the entire highwall profile. However, using the measurements obtained, the 
contour map and estimates from observations and photographs, a highwall 
configuration including benches was estimated. This configuration was used to 
evaluate rockfall potential. In these analyses, rocks were dropped from a zone 
extending from the bottom of the debris cone described above, up to near the upper 
haul road ramp level. 

The data showing measurements of rnovement between 
for five prisms, was submitted on the CD received on 
prisms were on the same side of the pit as the est. Two 
prisms, JM_11 and JU_12, were in excess of 5,600 feet and 3,700 feet respectively, along 
the highwall, away from the area where the rockfall analyses were done. One prism, 
LU_Ol, is at a higher elevation and southwest of the rockfall area. The other two 
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prisms, MU_102 and MU_107, are at ation and east of the rockfall area. 
There are no prisms in the area of the ghwall where the rockfall analyses 
were done. The prism monitoring d less than 1 month and is not of sufficient 
duration to determine any movement trends. However, the submitted data does not 
show any significant movement. No rockfall analyses nor prism movement data were 
submitted for 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

We ~uested to verify that t~ckfall remediation measures for both 
the~rea highwall and the~ighwall These included 
a 12-foot-high berm placed 80 feet out from the base of and 
smaller berms placed on various haul roads approaching the base of the 
high wall. 

~etailed evaluation of mass wall and the 
~ighwall was not done, ~ed 

about their efforts and observations related to mass stability. The-has had 
smalt apparently geologic structure controlled, failures in the upper portion of the 
highwall. This area is being monitored with only a few prisms near the top of the 
highwall. the GroundProbe Slope Stability Radar monitoring unit has been 
moved into and is continually monitoring the high wall. Reportedly, 
there has been no significant movement detected in this area. There doesn't appear to 
be any~ect, at this time, a mass stability concern above the active mining 
in the--

The mass stability of the ighwall is more in question, however. A large 
area has been involved in a previous slide. There is no monitoring directly being done 
of this area, although prisms above and around this area are being monitored. 
However, the closest berm beneath this slide area was estimated to be in excess of 500 
feet away from the base of the highwall beneath the closed haul road and over 1,000 feet 
away from this highwall above the closed haul road where the movement had taken 
place. Since no one will be working or traveling closer to this area than this, it is not felt 
that these slides shouh~.~.:.!:~:~.d to miners. Likewise, since there will be no access 
close to the base of the~ighwall, there should be no exposure to rockfall 
hazards from that area. 

The more important evaluation is~re of miners to rockfall hazards while 
working or traveling beneath the-highwall. The submitted analyses 
indicate that the existing 12-foot-high berm placed 80 feet out from the base of the 
highwall is adequate protection from rockfalls. The analyses done based on the 
information collected verified this. In addition, the company is taking extra precautions 
including continual monitoring, using lighting and spotters at night, and restricting 
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access to miners on foot or in small vehicles. The 12-foot-high berm placed 80 feet out 
from the base of the highwall is felt to be adequate protection from rockfalls in the

. wall. 

Report Prepared by: 

(~jft,~:,' 
Donald T. Kirkwood, P.E. 
Civil Engineer 

Report Approved by: 

/ 

/J. ' / 
~- ih;,:v '"··' (/, (."·- .· /4..)._ 

Stanley J,.Micl!alek, P.E. / 
Chief, Mine Waste and Geotechnical Engineering Division 









Attachment D 

South Central District, Albuquerque, NM FO Audit of the 

FY 2007 4th Quarter inspection report review 

Positive Comments 

1. Field notes indicate the inspectors assigned to the mine conducted a complete 
and thorough inspection of the entire mine; 

2. Safety talks on various subjects were documented. In addition, discussions 
regarding Health were conducted; 

3. Every citation was reviewed, including root cause analysis, in the close-out 
conference with the operator. 

4. Field notes indicated SPL readings taken throughout the inspection in area's 
suspect to exposure. 

Recommendations Requiring Attention 

hours on thell shift, with no inspection time between 
this event to observe the work practices. An inspector .=n his 

inspection departing the mine site at-hours. No 
other off-shift or was documented for this inspection. This 
mine operates 24 hours-a-day, 7 days a week, year round. (The M/NM General 
Inspections Procedure Handbook states: "The inspector shall make sufficient inspections in 
multi-shift operations to determine that safe conditions exist and that proper work procedures 
andpractices are applied on all shifts. ") It appears to be very minimal time spent on off 
shifts observing work practices and mine conditions with no weekend inspection time.) 

Recommendation - Evening and midnight operation, haulage, dispatching, shift 
examinations, and general work practices can not adequately be observed in a single 
or partial inspection shift. Time spent on off shift and weekend inspections should be 
determined on a mine-by-mine basis by the type of work being done on those shifts. 

1. Gravity and negligence determinations did not always appear consistent with 
the narrative of the citation and the supporting field notes. The facts relative 
to conditions or practices cited were not always recorded in the inspector's 
field notes as required by the M/NM General Inspection Procedures 
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Handbook. Specifically, the questions regarding "Who knew the violation 
existed?" and "Ho~s the violation existed?" were not answered. 
(example: Citation~dicates this was a responsibility of a vendor. 
The operator does their own blasting and the blast supervisor indicated he 
visited the magazines daily as part of his work routine; Citation-the 
negligence description failed to identify the operators opportunity to observe 
the condition, only that there were other similar items in the area that met the 
regulatory requirements indicating the operator had reason t~the 
requirements and failed to take appropriate action.; Citation- the 
documentation indicates the operator failed to "notice absence of grounding 
straps". This is similarly stated on citation- which indicates a possible 
violation for inadequate examinations as well. 

Recommendation- Inspectors should always check company examination records to 
assist them in determining negligence and the proper level of enforcement to be 
applied. Verify who traveled the area to determine if examination of company records 
would have allOLoed the inspector to ans·wer both questions accurately. In each case, 
the field notes should support and justify the inspector's evaluations. 

2. The supporting documentation in the field notes for some citations was 
inadequate to support the inspectors reasoning for determining exposure, or 
likelihood. 

Attention Required- Conditions or practices that constitute a violation should be 
evaluated and documented properly for negligence, likelihood, gravity, and S&S, and 
the proper level of enforcement applied. The time allowed for abatement should be 
reasonable and determined by the seriousness of the violation, not by convenience for 
the mine operator. 
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Attachment E 
Albuquerque, NM FO Audit of 

FY 2007 2nd Quarter inspection report review 
Positive Comments 

•!• Field notes indicate the inspectors assigned to the mine conducted a complete 
inspection of the entire mine for this inspection 

•!• Safety talks on various subjects were documented. In addition, discussions 
regarding Health were conducted; 

•!• Every citation was reviewed, including root cause analysis, in the close-out 
conference. 

•!• Field notes indicated SPL readings taken throughout the inspection in area's 
suspect to exposure. 

•!• Documentation justifying negligence, gravity, likelihood, appeared to be 
adequate and complete. 

Issues Requiring Attention 

No off-shift or week-end inspection activity was documented for this inspection. This 
mine operates 24 hours-a-day, 7 days a week, year round. (The M/NM General 
Inspections Procedure Handbook states: "The inspector shall make sufficient inspections in 
multi-shift operations to determine that safe conditions exist and that proper work procedures 
and practices are applied on all shifts. ") 

Recommendation - Evening and midnight operation, haulage, dispatching, shift 
examinations, and general work practices can not adequately be observed in a single 
or partial inspection shift. Time spent on off shift and ·weekend inspections should be 
determined on a mine-by-mine basis by the type of -work being done on those shifts. 

Highwall evaluation should be high priority and well documented. Information 
concerning the company's inspection process and high wall maintenance should 
be reviewed during every inspection. If there are questions on the highwalls tech 
support should be called in to assist with the evaluation and appropriate actions, 
to correct the hazard or to ensure the safety of the miners. 
Penmanship for some inspectors appears to be hurried, making it difficult to 
read the notes they have documented. 
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